
Shoring & Its type 

Shoring is a temporary structural support system used in construction to provide stability to an 

existing structure or excavation during the construction or repair process. It helps prevent 

collapse or movement of soil, walls, or other structures. Shoring systems are crucial for ensuring 

the safety of workers and maintaining the integrity of adjacent structures. 

Here are some important types of shoring systems: 

1. Raking Shores: 

Description: Raking shores are inclined supports placed against the wall or structure to be shored. 

They transfer the load to the ground. 

Use Cases: Commonly used in situations where vertical shores may obstruct the work area or 

when dealing with sloped surfaces. 

2. Dead Shores (Vertical Shores): 

Description: Dead shores, also known as vertical shores, are vertical members placed 

perpendicular to the horizontal surface being supported. 

Use Cases: Suitable for supporting horizontal loads, such as walls or slabs, during construction or 

repair work. 

3. Flying Shores: 

Description: Flying shores are horizontal members supported by needles or beams that extend 

beyond the edge of the construction. They provide lateral support to walls or structures. 

Use Cases: Useful when additional support is needed beyond the existing structure, common in 

situations where a part of a building is being reconstructed. 

4. Cantilever Shoring: 

Description: Cantilever shoring involves the use of horizontal beams supported on one end, 

providing support for the structure or excavation on the other end. 

Use Cases: Applied when space constraints or specific site conditions limit the use of other shoring 

methods. 

Importance of Shoring: 

Safety: Shoring is crucial for ensuring the safety of construction workers and preventing 

structural failures during excavation or construction activities. 

Structural Integrity: It helps maintain the structural integrity of adjacent buildings or structures 

by preventing movement or collapse during nearby construction. 

Temporary Support: Shoring provides temporary support, allowing construction activities to 

proceed without compromising the stability of existing structures. 

Excavation Support: In the case of excavations, shoring prevents soil movement and cave-ins, 

creating a safe working environment for workers. 

Versatility: Different types of shoring systems can be tailored to specific construction scenarios, 

making them versatile and adaptable to various site conditions. 

It's important to note that shoring design should be carried out by qualified engineers to ensure 

its effectiveness and compliance with safety standards and regulations. 

 

 


